The Series TE-W Wall Mount Temperature Sensor provides a low cost temperature input for any building management system. With large vents in the housing for proper air flow, the sensor accurately measures the ambient temperature in hotel rooms or office buildings. Multiple mounting holes on the wall plate allow for mounting to numerous surfaces.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**Accuracy:**
- Thermistor temp sensor: ±0.2°C @ 25°C (±0.36°F @ 77°F);
- RTD temp sensor: DIN Class B ±0.3°C @ 0°C (±0.5°F @ 32°F).

**Operating Temperature:** -40 to 140°F (-40 to 60°C).

**Housing Material:** ABS plastic.

**Weight:** 0.3 lb (136 g).

---

The Series TE-WSS Stainless Steel Wall Plate Temperature Sensor measures the ambient air temperature in classrooms and industrial environments. By having a flush mount design, the temperature sensor can withstand a wash down. A foam gasket prevents ambient temperature from behind the wall plate from skewing the temperature measurements. The discrete stainless steel wall plate sensor also hides the sensor to prevent tampering. Each sensor comes with a terminal block and two mounting screws for quick installation.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**Accuracy:**
- Thermistor: ±0.2°C @ 25°C (±0.36°F @ 77°F);
- RTD: DIN Class B ±0.3°C @ 0°C.

**Temperature Limits:** Operating -40 to 150°C.

**Sensor Curves:** See Resistance Curves for TE Series (page 299).

**Housing Material:** 304 SS wall plate.

**Weight:** 2.3 oz (65 g).